
Year 3 
Spelling and 

Phonics 
Remote learning
1.03.21 – 5.03.21



Spring term week beg 1.3.21 ee ea e-e   

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Test day 

Practise reading these slides every day

Word of 
day

ee screech theme    e-e grease     ea Test 
day

Reading
Find the words 
in the text 

Practise
spelling 
mild /spicy 
/hot 
words 
each day 2 
– 3 words

Practise 2 –3 words to 
spell
Your choice of words 
from the mild spicy or 
hot ( you can mix them 
up! 

Practise 2 – 3 words to 
spell
Your choice of words 
from the mild spicy or 
hot ( you can mix them 
up! 

Practise 2 – 3 words to 
spell
Your choice of words 
from the mild spicy or 
hot ( you can mix them 
up! 



Weekly Spellings 
• Over the week please choose 2/3 

words each day ( hot, spicy , mild) 
to learn . 

• Use different ways that you enjoy 
to practise them. 

• Ask an adult to test you on them 
on Friday and keep the result for 
your teacher 





Practise reading these 
sounds every day



These are the 
different 
ways of 
spelling ee



ee          e-e

The speed BITE has big wheels that help with extreme 

speed. It also has very sharp spikes that can cut through 

concrete. Mini looked down from her plane and noticed 

that the track was completely smashed. The train will hit 

solid concrete if it falls off the track. Ant no longer 

likes the theme park! He spotted a lever and tugged 

hard. The brakes screeched and the train stopped.



Belongs with ee words 

speed weed  wheels   speed
speeding        asleep 

Rhymes with   beach  

LESSON 1
Word of the day - clues  



screech



seed      sheet    
speed     greed
weed     need     

What can you see?

Say it act it out!  



speeding 
screech
screeched
wheels
asleep
greedy
sneeze



Read the last  three ee slides again  and then choose between 2 and 3 
words to write out and learn. You choose from mild , spicy or hot words 
to learn .  



Belongs with e-e words 

concrete complete these
extreme

Rhymes with   cream shark  

LESSON 2
Word of the day -
clues  



theme park



theme   park 
these   

complete these please 
Say it act it out!  



theme park
these 
extreme 
concrete
complete
completely 

complete these please
Say it act it out!  



Read the last  two e-e slides again  and then choose between 2 and 3 
words to write out and learn. You choose from mild , spicy or hot words 
to learn .  

!  



Belongs with ie words 

please          dream        season     
leader          beach       heater 
ice -cream    

Rhymes with   niece  begins with gr  

LESSON 3
Word of the day - clues  



grease



leaf
beak
bean
neat 
mean

Say it act it out!  



teacher
please
dream
ice -cream
beach 
season
leader Say it act it out!  



Read the last  two ie slides again  and then choose between 2 and 3 
words to write out and learn. You choose from mild , spicy or hot words 
to learn .  

!  



LESSON 4 Read - Find and write out ee    e-e   words     

ee e-e

The speed BITE has big wheels that help with extreme 

speed. It also has very sharp spikes that can cut through 

concrete. Mini looked down from her plane and noticed 

that the track was completely smashed. The train will hit 

solid concrete if it falls off the track. Ant no longer 

likes the theme park! He spotted a lever and tugged 

hard. The brakes screeched and the train stopped.



LESSON 4 Read - Find and write out ee    e-e   words     

ee e-e a-e i-e 

The speed BITE has big wheels that help with extreme 

speed. It also has very sharp spikes that can cut through 

concrete. Mini looked down from her plane and noticed 

that the track was completely smashed. The train will hit 

solid concrete if it falls off the track. Ant no longer 

likes the theme park! He spotted a lever and tugged 

hard. The brakes screeched and the train stopped.


